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GOODBYE FROM OUR FORMER EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
 Here are a few words that Maryia Spirydonava had to say on her departure after serving as
The Stute's Editor-in-Chief for a year and a half:
 

Dear Alumni,

 

I think you can all relate to how wonderful it is to see each new executive board doing better than

the ones before it. And that is exactly what I see with this new one. 

 

First, I would like to welcome our recent graduates. Good luck with everything that you are working

towards and please keep in touch! 

 

Second, I would like to say how proud I am of both the staff and the executive board. I have seen so

many of them grow so much in the past year, in not only their journalistic skills but also in their

leadership. Their passion for knowledge and for change is inspiring, and I am excited to see what

they will accomplish. Their drive to get results from administrators and other students is why I think

The Stute is doing as well as it is. They are not only covering news, but also bringing attention to

problems that the student body is facing. 

 

Throughout the past year, I have heard “The Stute” being mentioned by the Stevens community

more than I have in previous years. I think this shows that people are not only reading but also

paying attention to what we have to say. I hope that the new executive board can continue to

increase the respect the community has for the newspaper. 

 

Personally, I am really excited to see what this new executive board will accomplish in the next year.

They are filled with many new ideas and the drive to initiate changes in the organization — they have

already redesigned the graduation issue. It is now not only more interesting to read, but also is

unique with illustrations from students in the CAL department. With plans to restructure the

freshman orientation issue already in place, I know that they will have a great year. I am excited to

see everything that they will do. 

 

Thank you to all of you, alumni, for showing your support for The Stute. If you haven’t heard, we

started an alumni Facebook group and are currently working on setting up an affinity club. Thank

you for helping us build a stronger relationship between the alumni and the current Stute

members. 

 

Best,

Maryia Spirydonava

Editor Emeritus

Maryia making her last call as EIC to submit an
issue of The Stute on March 15, 2019 at 12:26 am.



Hello everyone, thank you for reading our newsletter! By sending this out each

semester, we hope to keep you connected with all the fun stuff we've been

writing about and been up to as an organization. It was great to meet some

new faces at this year's alumni weekend, like George Pezold '59 . We always

like pulling out the archives and sharing the great work former Stute staff

members have done with the community. I have been involved with The Stute

for my past three years at Stevens, served as Managing Editor for the last year

and a half, and as of March I have been the new Editor-in-Chief. It's safe to say

that in just three short years, The Stute has grown into something quite

different than it was before. We hope to continue writing the stories and

features that the Stevens community needs to know about, highlighting the

underrepresented and unknown, and paying respect to the great work people

in the Stevens community do, all while improving our writing and skills as

journalists, design and professionalism, organizational efficiency, and office

culture so that The Stute can remain a fond college memory for alumni to

come. Thanks for supporting us and we hope to see you at our next event!

 

Best,

Audrey D'Souza

Editor-in-Chief

HELLO FROM OUR NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Audrey at the Stute table at Accepted Students Weekend



OUR NEW OFFICE
As Jacobus was set to be demolished in the summer months of 2019 to
make space for the University Towers, The Stute left its beloved office and
moved up to the seventh floor of Howe. The seventh floor is shared by
multiple organizations, but The Stute utilizes the lounge space in the
former Counseling and Psychological Services office and has its own
private office as well! You can see the Stute banner in our office's window
when looking at the front of Howe!

Our new office!



GOODBYE  JACOBUS
Here are some photos of the demolition of Jacobus Hall — home of the
former Stute office from 1988 to 2018.



STUTE DINNER
Towards the end of the semester, members of The Stute engaged in the
semesterly tradition of Stute Dinner. This semester we went to Panello
and reminisced about the Spring 2019 semester. We also awarded our
graduating seniors black and white graduation cords, which they wore at
the commencement ceremony!

Executive Board Graduating Stuters

Executive + Editorial Board



Here are the top 10 articles with the most page views on thestute.com

1. “The Best NYC Streetwear Brands"
by Daniel Kang → 2,219 page views

2. “To Be Continued”
a Letter to the Editor by Lucas Gallo → 802 page views

3. "A University on the rise”
by Audrey D'Souza → 678 page views

4. “Jesse McCartney announced as TechFest 2019 headliner”
by Christian Bonavita → 574 page views

5. “Comeback of Crocs”
by Daniel Kang → 503 page views

6. “Students charged unnecessary lab fees, uncertain if refunds will
be issued”
by Matthew Cunningham → 498 page views

7. “Phoneboy interview: New band already a Stevens sensation,
success on Spotify”
by Christian Bonavita → 342 page views

8. “Be Tommy Daly”
by "Off Center" → 326 page views

9. “Majority of first years waitlisted for Stevens Leased Housing”
by Andrew Kinney → 306 page views

10. “Undergraduate tuition rates will increase by 3.5% next year”
by Matthew Cunningham → 284 page views

MOST-READ ARTICLES OF THE SEMESTER

https://thestute.com/2019/02/08/the-best-nyc-streetwear-brands-az-nt-xx/
https://thestute.com/2019/04/12/to-be-continued/
https://thestute.com/2019/04/05/a-university-on-the-rise/
https://thestute.com/2019/04/12/jesse-mccartney-announced-as-techfest-2019-headliner/
https://thestute.com/2019/02/15/comeback-of-crocs/
https://thestute.com/2019/03/08/students-charged-lab-fees-improperly-uncertain-if-refunds-will-be-issued/
https://thestute.com/2019/02/15/phoneboy-interview-new-band-already-a-stevens-sensation-success-on-spotify/
https://thestute.com/2019/02/22/be-tommy-daly/
https://thestute.com/2019/03/01/majority-of-first-years-waitlisted-for-stevens-leased-housing/
https://thestute.com/2019/02/15/undergraduate-tuition-rates-will-increase-by-3-5-next-year/


THE STUPE
This semester we continued the tradition of not taking ourselves too 
seriously and produced a hilarious issue of The Stupe! The doctor 
prescribed that you read it with a good sense of humor!

https://issuu.com/thestute/docs/thestute_fullissue_e45fc20ede8ae5
https://issuu.com/thestute/docs/thestute_fullissue_e45fc20ede8ae5


THE GRADUATION ISSUE
Every year since the founding of The Stute, we have released a special issue 
of our paper called The Grad Issue — a unique version of our usual report 
where we highlight and commemorate the achievements of the graduating 
class. This year, we made this special issue extra special by giving it a chic, 
design-focused look. We felt compelled to upgrade our look for this particular 
issue because, for many, this is the last Stute they'll take with them as a Stevens 
Duck, so we wanted to give them something to remember.

When designing this special issue, we strived to keep to the same 
sophisticated standard as our usual report, but we also challenged 
ourselves by testing out new things to be fresh, modern, and cool. Our first 
challenge was to transform our front page into a literal art piece. Khianna 
Byrne, who is a first-year Visual Arts and Technology student and 2018 
recipient of the prestigious Congressional Art Award, provided her talent and, 
more notably, an illustration of the Stevens campus that fills the entire front 
cover of the newspaper. Joshua Bardsley and Katie Owens, each with 
years of graphic design experience, contributed illustrations and sketches 
as well.

When the paper was finished, we were very proud of what we produced, and 
based on feedback we received, that same feeling of pride was shared 
among students, staff, faculty, and alum who picked up a copy of this paper on 
campus. Moving forward, we will keep challenging ourselves to produce a paper 
that strives for not only quality content, but quality design — and we'll have a 
fun time doing it, too!

https://issuu.com/thestute/docs/thestute_fullissue_e578afb3f95910
https://issuu.com/thestute/docs/thestute_fullissue_e578afb3f95910




LOOKING AHEAD
We are looking forward to continuing to work on The Stute next semester
and are currently in the process of planning the Freshman Orientation
issue! Feel free to reach out to us and we hope to see you at future
alumni events!

Accepted Students Weekend

Good ol' layout night

Stute Dinner  Spring '19




